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Abstract� A syntax	directed formal system for the development of totally correct pro	
grams with respect to an 
unfair� shared	state parallel programming language is proposed�
The programming language is basically a while	language extended with parallel	 and await	
constructs� The system is called LSP 
Logic of Speci�ed Programs� and can be seen of as
an extension of Jones rely�guarantee method� His method is strengthened in two respects�

� Speci�cations are extended with a wait	condition to allow for the development of pro	
grams whose correctness depends upon synchronisation� The wait	condition is supposed
to characterise the states in which the implementation may become blocked� The im	
plementation is not allowed to become blocked inside the body of an await	statement�

� Auxiliary variables are introduced to increase expressiveness� They are either used as a
speci�cation tool to eliminate undesirable implementations or as a veri�cation tool to
prove that a certain program satis�es a particular speci�cation� Although it is possible
to de�ne history variables in LSP� the auxiliary variables may be of any type� and it
is up to the user to de�ne the auxiliary structure he prefers� Moreover� the auxiliary
structure is only a part of the logic� This means that auxiliary variables do not have to
be implemented as if they were ordinary programming variables�
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The parallel�rule in the Owicki�Gries method �OG��� depends upon a number of tests which only
can be carried out after the component processes have been implemented and their proofs have
been constructed� For large software products this strategy is unacceptable	 because erroneous
design decisions	 taken early in the design process	 may remain undetected until after the whole
program is complete� Since	 in the worst case	 everything that depends upon such mistakes will
have to be thrown away	 much work could be wasted�

The usual way of avoiding this problem is to specify processes in terms of assumptions and
commitments� This was �rst proposed by Francez and Pnueli �FP���� The basic idea is� If the
environment	 by which is meant the set of processes running in parallel with the one in question	
ful�lls the assumptions	 then the actual process is required to ful�ll the commitments�

Jones employs rely� and guar�antee��conditions �Jon��� in a similar style� However	 while earlier
approaches focus essentially on program veri�cation� the object of the rely�guarantee method is
top�down program development� The proof tuples are of the form z sat �P �R�G �Q�	 where z is
a program and �P �R�G �Q� is a speci�cation consisting of four assertions P 	 R	 G and Q � The
pre�condition P and the rely�condition R constitute assumptions that the developer can make
about the environment� In return the implementation z must satisfy the guar�condition G 	 the
post�condition Q 	 and terminate when operated in an environment which ful�lls the assumptions�

The pre�condition characterises a set of states to which the implementation is applicable� Any
uninterrupted state transition by the environment is supposed to satisfy the rely�condition	 while
any atomic state transition by the implementation must satisfy the guar�condition� Finally	 the
post�condition characterises the overall e�ect of using the implementation in such an environment�

The rely�guarantee method allows erroneous interference decisions to be spotted and corrected
at the level where they are taken� Moreover	 speci�cations are decomposed into subspeci�cations�
Thus programs can be developed in a top�down style� Unfortunately	 this approach is inferior to
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the one proposed by Owicki and Gries in two respects� First of all	 the method cannot deal with
synchronisation� Hence	 programs whose correctness depends upon some sort of delay�construct
cannot be developed� Secondly	 many valid developments are excluded because su�ciently strong
assertions cannot be expressed�

This paper	 based on the author�s PhD�thesis �St���	 presents an extension of the rely�guarantee
method	 called LSP �Logic of Speci�ed Programs�	 which does not su�er from the two weaknesses
pointed out above�

The paper is organised as follows� The next section	 section �	 de�nes the programming lan�
guage� Section � explains how rely� and guar�conditions can be used to deal with interfering
programs	 while section � extends speci�cations with a wait�condition to facilitate development of
synchronised programs� The use of auxiliary variables is covered by section 
� Finally	 section �
indicates some extensions and compares LSP with methods known from the literature�

� Programming Language

��� Syntax

A program is a �nite	 nonempty list of symbols whose context�independent syntax can be char�
acterised in the well�known BNF�notation� Given that hvli	 heli	 hdli	 htsi denote respectively a
nonempty list of variables	 a nonempty list of expressions	 a nonempty list of variable declarations	
and a Boolean test	 then any program is of the form hpgi	 where

hpgi � � � hski j hasi j hbli j hsci j hif i j hwdi j hpri j hawi

hski � � � skip

hasi � � � hvli� � heli

hbli � � � blo hdli� hpgi olb

hsci � � � hpgi� hpgi

hif i � � � if htsi then hpgi else hpgi �

hwdi � � � while htsi do hpgi od

hpri � � � fhpgi k hpgig

hawi � � � await htsi do hpgi od

The main structure of a program is characterised above� However	 a syntactically correct pro�
gram is also required to satisfy some supplementary constraints�

� Not surprisingly	 the assignment�statement�s two lists are required to have the same number
of elements� Moreover	 the j �th variable in the �rst list must be of the same type as the j �th
expression in the second	 and the same variable is not allowed to occur in the variable list
more than once�

� The block�statement allows for declaration of variables� A variable is local to a program	 if it
is declared in the program� otherwise it is said to be global� For example	 blo x �N � y �N � x � y � �

�w �w olb has two local variables	 x and y 	 and one global variable w � To avoid complications
due to name clashes	 it is required that the same variable cannot be declared more than once
in the same program	 and that a local variable cannot appear outside its block� The �rst
constraint avoids name clashes between local variables	 while the second ensures that the set
of global variables is disjoint from the set of local variables�

� To simplify the deduction rules and the reasoning with auxiliary variables	 it is required that
variables occurring in the Boolean test of an if� or a while�statement cannot be accessed by any
process running in parallel� This requirement does of course not reduce the number of imple�
mentable algorithms� If x is a variable that can be accessed by another process running in par�
allel	 then it is for example always possible to write blo y �N � y � � x � if y �  then z� else z� � olb
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instead of if x �  then z� else z� �� �The constraint can be removed �St���	 but the result�
ing system is more complicated and less intuitive� Similar requirements are stated in �Sou���	
�XH�����

��� Operational Semantics

The programming language is given operational semantics in the style of �Acz���� A state is a
mapping of all programming variables to values	 and a con�guration is a pair hz � si where z is

either a program or the empty program � and s is a state� An external transition
e
� is the least

binary relation on con�gurations such that�

� hz � s�i
e
�hz � s�i	

while an internal transition
i
� is the least binary relation on con�gurations such that either�

� hskip� si
i
�h�� si	

� hv � � r � si
i
�h�� s�vr �i	 where s�vr � denotes the state that is obtained from s 	 by mapping the

variables in v to the values of r in the state s 	 and leaving all other maplets unchanged	

� hblo d � z olb� s�i
i
�hz � s�i	 where s� denotes a state that is obtained from s�	 by mapping the

variables in d to randomly chosen type�correct values	 and leaving all other maplets unchanged	

� hz�� z�� s�i
i
�hz�� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i	

� hz�� z�� s�i
i
�hz�� z�� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�hz�� s�i and z� �� �	

� hif b then z� else z� �� si
i
�hz�� si if s j� b	

� hif b then z� else z� �� si
i
�hz�� si if s j� �b	

� hwhile b do z od� si
i
�hz �while b do z od� si if s j� b	

� hwhile b do z od� si
i
�h�� si if s j� �b	

� hfz� k z�g� s�i
i
�hz�� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i	

� hfz� k z�g� s�i
i
�hz�� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i	

� hfz� k z�g� s�i
i
�hfz� k z�g� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�hz�� s�i and z� �� �	

� hfz� k z�g� s�i
i
�hfz� k z�g� s�i if hz�� s�i

i
�hz�� s�i and z� �� �	

� hawait b do z� od� s�i
i
�h�� sni if s� j� b	 and

� there is a list of con�gurations hz�� s�i� � � � � hzn��� sn��i	 such that hzn��� sn��i
i
�h�� sn i

and for all � � k � n	 hzk��� sk��i
i
�hzk � sk i	

� hawait b do z� od� s�i
i
�hawait b do z� od� s�i if s� j� b	 and

� there is an in�nite list of con�gurations hz�� s�i� � � � � hzn � sni� � � � 	 such that for all k � �	

hzk��� sk��i
i
�hzk � sk i	 or

� there is a �nite list of con�gurations hz�� s�i� � � � � hzn � sn i	 such that zn �� � and there is

no con�guration hzn��� sn��i which satis�es hzn � sni
i
�hzn��� sn��i	 and for all � � k � n	

hzk��� sk��i
i
�hzk � sk i�
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The above de�nition is of course only sensible if all functions are required to be total� It follows
from the de�nition that assignment�statements and Boolean tests are atomic� The environment is
restricted from interfering until an await�statement�s body has terminated if an evaluation of its
Boolean test comes out true� Moreover	 the execution of the await�statement�s body is modeled
by one atomic step� The identity internal transition is used to model that the await�statement�s
body fails to terminate�

Before giving the de�nition of a computation	 there are two things which must be sorted out�
First of all	 since the object here is to prove total correctness	 a progress property is needed�
Secondly	 since the environment is restricted from accessing certain variables	 it is necessary to
�nd a way to constrain them from being updated by external transitions�

Nobody doubts that the sequential program x � � � �given its usual semantics� eventually will
terminate� The reason is that any sensible sequential programming language satis�es the following
progress property� If something can happen then eventually something will happen�

In the concurrent case	 with respect to an unfair programming language	 a slightly di�erent
progress property is required� Given that a con�guration c� is disabled if there is no con�guration

c�	 such that c�
i
�c�	 then it is enough to insist that the �nal con�guration of a �nite computation

is disabled� This constrains programs from not progressing without being disabled or in�nitely
overtaken by the environment� Observe that this is no fairness constraint	 because it does not
restrict the actual program from being in�nitely overtaken by the environment�

To deal with the environment�s restricted access to certain variables	 let for any program z 	
hid �z � denote the set of any variable which is local to z or occurs in the Boolean test of an if� or
a while�statement in z � in which case it is su�cient to constrain the external transitions in a
computation of z from changing the values of the variables in hid �z ��

De�nition �� A computation is a possibly in�nite sequence of external and internal transitions

hz�� s�i
l�� hz�� s�i

l�� � � �
lk��
� hzk � sk i

lk� � � � �

such that the �nal con�guration is disabled if the sequence is �nite	 and the external transitions
leave the values of the variables in hid �z�� unchanged�

Given a computation �	 then Z ���	 S ��� and L��� are the obvious projection functions to
sequences of programs	 states and transition labels	 while Z ��j �	 S ��j �	 L��j � and �j denote
respectively the j �th program	 the j �th state	 the j �th transition label and the j �th con�guration�
Furthermore	 ��j � � � � � k� represents

hZ ��j ��S ��j �i
L��j �
� � � �

L��k���
� hZ ��k ��S ��k �i�

If � is in�nite	 then len��� ��	 otherwise len��� is equal to ��s number of con�gurations� Finally	

given a set of variables � and two states s�	 s�	 then s�
�
� s� denotes that for all variables x � �	

s��x � � s��x �	 while s�
�

�� s� means that there is a variable x � �	 such that s��x � �� s��x ��

De�nition �� Given a program z 	 let cp�z � be the set of all computations � such that Z ���� � z �

The computations �� of z� and ��� of z� are compatible if fz� k z�g is a program	 len���� �
len�����	 S ���� � S ����� and for all � � j � len����	 L���j � � L����j � implies L��

�
j � � e� For example	

given three assignment�statements z�	 z� and z�	 then

hz�� z�� s�i
i
�hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i

is a computation of z�� z� which is not compatible with any computation of z�	 because each �nite
computation of z� has exactly one internal transition and the computation above has no external
transitions� On the other hand	 the computations
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hz�� z�� s�i
i
�hz�� s�i

e
�hz�� s�i

e
�hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i�

hz�� s�i
e
�hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i

e
�h�� s�i

e
�h�� s�i

are compatible� Furthermore	 they can be composed into a computation

hfz�� z� k z�g� s�i
i
�hfz� k z�g� s�i

i
�hz�� s�i

e
�hz�� s�i

i
�h�� s�i

of fz�� z� k z�g	 by composing the program part of each con�guration pair	 and making a transition
internal i� one of the two component transitions are internal� It can easily be shown that two
compatible computations �� of z� and ��� of z� can always be composed into a computation of
fz� k z�g� Furthermore	 it is also straightforward to prove that any computation � of a parallel
program fz� k z�g can be decomposed into two compatible computations �� of z� and ��� of z�	
such that � is the result of composing them�

� Interference

��� Speci�ed Programs

The object of this section is to show how rely� and guar�conditions can be used for the development
of interfering programs� The formalism presented below can be seen as a slightly altered version
of Jones� rely�guarantee method� The main modi�cations are that the re�exivity and transitiv�
ity constraints on rely� and guar�conditions have been removed� Moreover	 the post�condition is
called e��condition	 and the proof�tuples have an extra component characterising the set of global
programming variables�

The base logic L is a ��calculus� In the style of VDM �Jon�� hooked variables will be used
to refer to an earlier state �which is not necessarily the previous state�� This means that	 for any

unhooked variable x of type 		 there is a hooked variable 
	x of type 	� Hooked variables are
restricted from occurring in programs�

Given a structure and a valuation then the expressions in L can be assigned meanings in the
usual way� j� A means that the assertion A is valid �in the actual structure�	 while �s�� s�� j� A	
where �s�� s�� is a pair of states	 means that A is true if each hooked variable x in A is assigned
the value s��x � and each unhooked variable x in A is assigned the value s��x �� The �rst state s�
may be omitted if A has no occurrences of hooked variables�

Thus	 an assertion A can be interpreted as the set of all pairs of states �s�� s��	 such that
�s�� s�� j� A� If A has no occurrences of hooked variables	 it may also be thought of as the set of
all states s 	 such that s j� A� Both interpretations will be used below� To indicate the intended
meaning	 it will be distinguished between binary and unary assertions� When an assertion is binary
it denotes a set of pairs of states	 while an unary assertion denotes a set of states� In other words	
an assertion with occurrences of hooked variables is always binary	 while an assertion without
occurrences of hooked variables can be both binary and unary�

A speci�cation is of the form ���� � �P �R�G �E �	 where the pre�condition P is a unary assertion	
the rely�condition R	 the guar�condition G 	 and the e��condition E are binary assertions� The glo�
set � is the set of global programming variables� It is required that the unhooked version of any
hooked or unhooked free variable occurring in P 	 R	 G or E is an element of �� The global state
is the state restricted to the glo�set�

A speci�cation states a number of assumptions about the environment� First of all	 the initial
state is assumed to satisfy the pre�condition� Moreover	 it is also assumed that any external
transition which changes the global state satis�es the rely�condition� For example	 given the rely�
condition x � 
	x 
 y � 
	y 	 then it is assumed that the environment will never change the value
of y � Furthermore	 if the environment assigns a new value to x 	 then this value will be less than
or equal to the variable�s previous value�






Thirdly	 it is assumed that the environment can only perform a �nite number of consecutive
atomic steps� This means that no computation has an in�nite number of external transitions unless
it also has an in�nite number of internal transitions� Thus	 this assumption implies that the imple�
mentation will not be in�nitely overtaken by the environment� Observe that this is not a fairness
requirement on the programming language	 because it does not constrain the implementation of
a speci�cation� If for example a parallel�statement fz� k z�g occurs in the implementation	 then
this assumption does not in�uence whether or not z� is in�nitely overtaken by z�� Moreover	 this
assumption can be removed� The only di�erence is that an implementation is no longer required
to terminate	 but only to terminate whenever it is not in�nitely overtaken by the environment �see
�St��� for a more detailed discussion�� The assumptions are summed up in the de�nition below�

De�nition �� Given a glo�set �	 a pre�condition P 	 a rely�condition R	 then ext ���P �R� denotes
the set of all computations �	 such that�

� S ���� j� P 	

� for all � � j � len���	 if L��j � � e and S ��j �
�

�� S ��j��� then �S ��j ��S ��j���� j� R	

� if len��� ��	 then for all j � �	 there is a k � j 	 such that L��k � � i �

A speci�cation is of course not only stating assumptions about the environment	 but also
commitments to the implementation� Given an environment which satis�es the assumptions	 then
an implementation is required to terminate� Moreover	 any internal transition which changes the
global state is required to satisfy the guar�condition	 and the overall e�ect is constrained to satisfy
the e��condition� External transitions both before the �rst internal transition and after the last
are included in the overall e�ect� This means that given the rely�condition x � 
	x 	 the strongest
e��condition for the program skip is x �
	x � The commitments are summed up below�

De�nition �� Given a glo�set �	 a guar�condition G 	 and an e��condition E 	 then int ���G �E �
denotes the set of all computations �	 such that�

� len��� ��� and Z ��len���� � �	

� for all � � j � len���	 if L��j � � i and S ��j �
�

�� S ��j��� then �S ��j ��S ��j���� j� G 	

� �S �����S ��len����� j� E �

A speci�ed program is a pair of a program z and a speci�cation �	 written z sat �� It is required
that for any variable x occurring in z 	 x is an element of ��s glo�set i� x is a global variable with
respect to z � Moreover	 a speci�ed program is valid if the program behaves according to the
commitments whenever it is executed in an environment which satis�es the assumptions�

De�nition �� A speci�ed program z sat ���� � �P �R�G �E � is valid i� ext ���P �R��cp�z �  int ���G �E ��

��� Deduction Rules

The object of this section is to de�ne a logic for the deduction of valid speci�ed programs� Given a
list of variables v 	 a list of expressions r 	 a �nite set of variables �	 and three assertions A	 B and
C 	 where at least A is unary	 then hvi denotes the set of variables occurring in v 	 
	r denotes the

list of expressions that can be obtained from r by hooking all free variables in r 	

	
A denotes the

assertion that can be obtained from A by hooking all free variables in A	 I� denotes the assertionV
x�� x �
	x 	 while B j C denotes an assertion
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characterising the �relational composition� of B and C 	 in other words	 �s�� s�� j� B j C i� there is a
state s� such that �s�� s�� j� B and �s�� s�� j� C � Moreover	 B� denotes an assertion characterising
the transitive closure of B 	 B� denotes an assertion characterising the re�exive and transitive
closure of B 	 while AB denotes an assertion characterising any state that can be reached from
A by a �nite number of B steps� This means that s� j� AB i� there is a state s� such that

�s�� s�� j�

	
A 
 B�� Finally	 wf B �where B is �rst�order� denotes an assertion which is valid i�

B is well�founded on the set of states	 in other words	 i� there is no in�nite sequence of states
s�s� � � � sk � � � such that for all j � �	 �sj � sj��� j� B �

The consequence�rule

P� � P�

R� � R�

G� � G�

E� � E�

z sat ���� � �P��R��G��E��

z sat ���� � �P��R��G��E��

is perhaps the easiest to understand� It basically states that it is always sound to strengthen the
assumptions and weaken the commitments�

The skip�rule

skip sat ���� � �P �R� false�R��

is also rather trivial� Since any computation of a skip�statement �given the assumptions� is of the
form

hskip� s�i
e
� � � �

e
�hskip� sk i

i
�h�� sk i

e
� � � �

e
�h�� sn i�

where the only internal transition leaves the state unchanged	 it is clear that false is the strongest
possible guar�condition� Moreover	 since any external transition	 which changes the global state	
is assumed to satisfy R	 it follows that the overall e�ect is characterised by R��

The assignment�rule


	
PR 
 v �
	r 
 I�nhvi � �G � I�� 
 E

v � � r sat ���� � �P �R�G �R� j E j R��

is more complicated� Any computation of an assignment�statement �given the assumptions� is of
the form

hv � � r � s�i
e
� � � �

e
�hv � � r � sk i

i
�h�� sk��i

e
� � � �

e
�h�� sn i�

Again	 there is only one internal transition� Moreover	 since the initial state is assumed to satisfy
P 	 and any external transition	 which changes the global state	 is assumed to satisfy R	 it follows

that sk j� PR and that �sk � sk��� j�

	
PR 
 v � 
	r 
 I�nhvi� But then it is clear from the premise

that �sk � sk��� j� G � I� and �s�� sn � j� R� j E j R�	 which proves that the rule is sound�
The block�rule

z sat ���� � �P �R 

Vn

j	� xj �

	xj �G �E �

blo x��T�� � � � � xn �Tn � z olb sat �� n
Sn

j	�fxjg�� � �P �R�G �E �

can be used to �hide� local variables� The rule is sound because the syntactic constraints on speci�ed
programs imply that x�� � � � � xn do not occur free in �P �R�G �E ��
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The sequential�rule

z� sat ���� � �P��R�G �P� 
 E��
z� sat ���� � �P��R�G �E��

z�� z� sat ���� � �P��R�G �E� j E��

depends upon the fact that the �rst component�s e��condition implies the second component�s
pre�condition� This explains why P� occurs in the e�ect�condition of the �rst premise� Since an
e��condition covers interference both before the �rst internal transition and after the last	 it follows
from the two premises that the overall e�ect is characterised by E� j E��

With respect to the if�rule

z� sat ���� � �P 
 b�R�G �E �
z� sat ���� � �P 
 �b�R�G �E �

if b then z� else z� � sat ���� � �P �R�G �E �

it is important to remember that due to a syntactic constraint	 the environment cannot access
any variable occurring in b� Thus the truth value of the Boolean test cannot be changed by any
process running in parallel� This means that for any computation

hz � s�i
e
�hz � s�i

e
� � � �

e
�hz � sk i

i
��

of an if�statement z 	 there is a computation of the form

hz � s�i
i
�hz �� s�i

e
�hz �� s�i � � �

e
�hz �� sk i

e
���

which can be obtained from the former by postponing the environment�s interference until after
the Boolean test has been evaluated� This means that for any computation of an if�statement
if b then z� else z� � in an environment characterised by P and R	 there is a computation of
z� in an environment characterised by P 
 b and R	 or a computation of z� in an environment
characterised by P 
 �b and R	 with the same overall e�ect and with the same set of state
changing internal transitions� Thus	 it follows from the two premises that any internal transition
which changes the global state satis�es G 	 and that the overall e�ect is characterised by E �

Because interference before the �rst evaluation of the Boolean test has no in�uence on the
test�s outcome	 the soundness of the while�rule

wf F
z sat ���� � �P 
 b�R�G �P 
 F �

while b do z od sat ���� � �P �R�G � �F� � R�� 
 �b�

follows by a similar argument� Observe that	 for the same reason	 the falsity of the Boolean test
is preserved after the while�statement terminates� To prove termination	 it is enough to show that
an assertion characterising the e�ect of the loop�s body in the actual environment is well�founded
when considered as a binary relation on states� This explains the �rst premise� If the loop iterates
at least once	 then the overall e�ect is characterised by F�
�b	 while it is characterised by R�
�b
otherwise�

To grasp the intuition behind the parallel�rule

z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��G��E��
z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��G��E��

fz� k z�g sat ���� � �P �R�G� � G��E� 
 E��

observe that the rely�condition of the �rst premise allows any interference due to z�	 and similarly
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that the rely�condition of the second premise allows any interference due to z�� Thus since the
e��condition covers interference both before the �rst internal transition and after the last	 it is
clear from the two premises that fz� k z�g terminates	 that any internal transition	 which changes
the global state	 satis�es G� � G�	 and that the overall e�ect satis�es E� 
 E��

The domain�rule

z sat ���� � �P �R�G �E �

z sat ���� � �P �R�G �

	
P 
 E �

is straightforward� If the actual program is employed in a state which does not satisfy the pre�
condition	 then there are no constraints on its behaviour� Thus	 the e��condition can be restricted
to transitions from states which satisfy the pre�condition�

The access�rule

z sat ���� � �P �R 
 x �
	x �G �E �

z sat ���� � �P �R�G �E �
where x � hid �z � � �

is also needed� Under certain circumstances it allows the rely�condition to be weakened� The rule
is sound because of the environment�s restricted access to programming variables occurring in the
Boolean test of an if� or a while�statement�

� Synchronisation

��� Speci�ed Programs

The last section explained how rely� and guar�conditions can be used to reason about interfering
programs� Unfortunately	 the rely�guarantee method cannot be employed for the development of
programs whose correctness depends upon some sort of delay construct� The object of this section
is to extend speci�cations with a �fth assertion	 called a wait�condition	 and show how this allows
for synchronisation arguments�

A speci�cation is now of the form ���� � �P �R�W �G �E �� The only new component is the wait�
condition W 	 which is a unary assertion� The unhooked version of any free hooked or unhooked
variable occurring in the assertions is still required to be an element of ��

The assumptions about the environment are the same as before	 but the commitments are
changed� A con�guration c is blocked if it is disabled and Z �c� �� �� Moreover	 a computation
deadlocks if it is �nite and its �nal con�guration is blocked� Given an environment which satis�es
the assumptions	 then the program is no longer required to terminate	 but only to terminate or
deadlock� The implementation is not allowed to deadlock �inside� the body of an await�statement	
and the �nal state is required to satisfy the wait�condition if the program deadlocks� Observe	
that this implies that the program can only become blocked in a state which satis�es the wait�
condition� On the other hand	 the overall e�ect is constrained to satisfy the e��condition if the
program terminates�

De�nition 	� Given a glo�set �	 a wait�condition W 	 a guar�condition G 	 and an e��condition E 	
then int ���W �G �E � denotes the set of all computations � such that�

� len��� ���	

� for all � � j � len���	 if L��j � � i and S ��j �
�

�� S ��j��� then �S ��j ��S ��j���� j� G 	

� if Z ��len���� �� � then S ��len���� j� W 	

� if Z ��len���� � � then �S �����S ��len����� j� E �

�



Observe that if ext ���P �R� � cp�z � contains a computation which has at least one identity
internal transition	 it follows that ext ���P �R� � cp�z � has elements of in�nite length� Thus	 since
the identity internal transition is used to model a nonterminating await body	 it follows from the
�rst constraint that the bodies of await�statements are required to terminate�

�It is also possible to interpret the wait�condition as an assumption about the environment	
in which case the actual program is assumed always eventually to be released given that it never
becomes blocked in a state which does not satisfy the wait�condition� De�nition � is in that case
left unchanged	 while de�nition � is extended with a fourth condition

� if len��� ��� and Z ��len���� �� �	 then S ��len���� j� �W �

The deduction rules are exactly the same for both interpretations��

De�nition 
� A speci�ed program z sat ���� � �P �R�W �G �E � is valid i� ext ���P �R� � cp�z � 
int ���W �G �E ��

This means that if z sat ��� ��� � �P �R�W �G �E � is a valid speci�ed program	 z is executed in
an environment characterised by P and R	 and z is not in�nitely overtaken	 then z either deadlocks
in a state which satis�es W or terminates in a state such that the overall e�ect is characterised
by E � Thus	 z is totally correct with respect to the same speci�cation if W is equivalent to false�

��� Deduction Rules

With one exception	 the parallel�rule	 the changes to the rules given above are trivial� To grasp
the intuition behind the new parallel�rule �rst consider

��W� 
 E�� 
 ��W� 
 E�� 
 ��W� 
W��
z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��W��G��E��
z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��W��G��E��

fz� k z�g sat ���� � �P �R� false�G� � G��E� 
 E��

which is su�ciently strong whenever fz� k z�g does not become blocked� It follows from the
second premise that z� can only become blocked in a state which satis�es W� when executed in
an environment characterised by P and R � G�� Moreover	 the third premise implies that z� can
only become blocked in a state which satis�es W� when executed in an environment characterised
by P and R � G�� But then	 since the �rst premise implies that z� cannot be blocked after z�
has terminated	 that z� cannot be blocked after z� has terminated	 and that z� and z� cannot
be blocked at the same time	 it follows that fz� k z�g cannot become blocked in an environment
characterised by P and R�

It is now easy to extend the rule to deal with the general case�

��W� 
 E�� 
 ��W� 
 E�� 
 ��W� 
W��
z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��W �W��G��E��
z� sat ���� � �P �R � G��W �W��G��E��

fz� k z�g sat ���� � �P �R�W �G� � G��E� 
 E��

The idea is that W characterises the states in which the overall program may become blocked�
This rule can of course be generalised further to deal with more than two processes�

��Wj 

Vm

k	��k �	j �Wk � Ek ����j�m
zj sat ���� � �P �R �

Wm

k	��k �	j Gk �W �Wj �Gj �Ej ���j�m

kmj	� zj sat ���� � �P �R�W �
Wm

j	�Gj �
Vm

j	� Ej �

Here	 kmj	� zj denotes any program that can be obtained from z� k � � � k zm by adding curly
brackets� The ��rst� premise ensures that whenever process j is blocked in a state s such that
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s j� �W 
Wj 	 then there is at least one other process which is enabled� This rule is �deducible�
from the basic rules given above	 and it will from now on be referred to as the generalised parallel�
rule�

The await�rule

z sat ���� � �PR 
 b� false� false� true� �G � I�� 
 E �

await b do z od sat ���� � �P �R�PR 
 �b�G �R� j E j R��

allows for synchronisation arguments� The statement can only become blocked in a state which
does not satisfy the Boolean test b and can be reached from a state which satis�es the pre�condition
P by a �nite number of external transitions� This motivates the conclusion�s wait�condition� The
environment is constrained from interfering with the await�statement�s body	 which explains the
choice of rely� and wait�conditions in the premise� Moreover	 the await�statement�s body is required
to terminate for any state which satis�es PR 
 b� The rest should be obvious from the discussion
above	 since any computation of an await�statement has maximum of one internal transition which
alters the global state�

� Expressiveness

��� Motivation

It has been shown above	 that interference can be dealt with by using rely� and guar�conditions	
and that the introduction of a wait�condition allows for the design of programs whose correct�
ness depends upon synchronisation� Unfortunately	 many interesting developments are excluded
because su�ciently strong intermediate assertions cannot be expressed� The object of this section
is to show how the expressiveness can be increased by introducing auxiliary variables�

In �OG��� auxiliary variables are implemented as if they were ordinary programming variables	
and then afterwards removed by a deduction rule specially designed for this purpose� This is not a
very satisfactory method	 because in some cases a large number of auxiliary variables are needed	
and the procedure of �rst implementing them and then removing them is rather tedious� The
approach in this paper is more in the style of �Sou���	 where the auxiliary structure is only a
part of the logic� Nevertheless	 although it is possible to de�ne history variables in LSP	 auxiliary
variables may be of any type	 and it is up to the user to de�ne the auxiliary structure he prefers�
Auxiliary variables will be used for two di�erent purposes�

� To strengthen a speci�cation to eliminate undesirable implementations� In this case auxiliary
variables are used as a speci�cation tool� they are employed to characterise a program that has
not yet been implemented�

� To strengthen a speci�cation to make it possible to prove that a certain program satis�es a
particular speci�cation� Here auxiliary variables are used as a veri�cation tool	 since they are
introduced to show that a given algorithm satis�es a speci�c property�

��� As a Speci�cation Tool

An example	 where auxiliary variables are used as a speci�cation tool	 will be discussed �rst� The
task is to specify a program that adds a new element O to a global bu�er called bu� � If the
environment is restricted from interfering with bu� 	 then this can easily be expressed as follows�

�fbu� g�� � �true� false� false� bu� � �O ��

		
bu� � bu� � �O ��


		
bu� �

��O � denotes a sequence consisting of one element O 	 while � is the usual concatenation operator
on �nite sequences�� The pre�condition states that an implementation must be applicable in any
state� Moreover	 the rely�condition restricts the environment from changing the value of bu� 	 thus
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the e��condition may be used to express the desired property� Finally	 the guar�condition speci�es
that the concatenation step takes place in isolation	 while the falsity of the wait�condition requires
the implementation to terminate�

If the environment is allowed to interfere freely with bu� 	 the task of formulating a speci�cation
becomes more di�cult� Observe that the actual concatenation step is still required to be atomic�
the only di�erence from above is that the environment may interfere immediately before and �or�
after the concatenation takes place� Since there are no restrictions on the way the environment
can change bu� 	 and because external transitions	 both before the �rst internal transition and
after the last	 are included in the overall e�ect	 the e��condition must allow anything to happen�
This means that the e��condition is no longer of much use� Thus	 the guar�condition is the only
hope to pin down the intended behaviour� The speci�cation

�fbu� g�� � �true� true� false� bu� � �O ��

		
bu� � true�

is almost su�cient� The only problem is that there is no restriction on the number of times the
implementation is allowed to addO to bu� � Hence	 skip is for example one possible implementation�

One solution is to introduce a Boolean auxiliary variable called dn	 and use dn as a �ag
to indicate whether the implementation has added O to bu� or not� To distinguish the auxiliary
variables from the global programming variables	 it has been found helpful to add a new component
to a speci�cation� an aux�set which contains the auxiliary variables� The program can then be
speci�ed as follows�

�fbu� g� fdng�� � ��dn� dn �

	
dn� false� bu� � �O ��


		
bu� 
 �


	
dn 
 dn� dn�

Since the environment cannot change the value of dn	 the implementation only can add O to
bu� in a state where dn is false	 the concatenation transition changes dn from false to true	 and
the implementation is not allowed to change dn from true to false	 it follows from the pre� and
e��conditions that the implementation adds O to bu� once and only once�

��� As a Veri�cation Tool

The next example shows how auxiliary variables can be used as a veri�cation tool� Without
auxiliary structure	

�fxg�� � �true� x �
	x � false� x �
	x � � � x �
	x � �� x �
	x � ��

is the speci�cation that gives the best possible characterisation of the program x � � x � �� x � �
x � �	 given the actual assumptions about the environment� Furthermore	 this tuple is also the
strongest possible speci�cation for the program x � � x � �� x � � x � � with respect to the same
assumptions about the environment� Let z� denote the �rst program and z� the second� If the
overall environment is constrained to leave x unchanged	 it is clear that the parallel composition
of z� and z� satis�es�

�fxg�� � �true� false� false� true� x �
	x � ���

Unfortunately	 there is no way to deduce this only from the information in the speci�cation of the
components	 because the component speci�cation is	 for example also satis�ed by x � � x � �� x � �
x � ��

The solution again is to introduce auxiliary variables� Let y� be a variable that records the
overall e�ect of the updates to x in z�	 while y� records the overall e�ect of the updates to x

in z�� Clearly	 it is required that z� and z� cannot change the value of y� respectively y�� The
speci�cation of z� can then be rewritten as

��



�fxg� fy�� y�g�� � �true� y� �

	y� 
 x 	
	x � y� 	


	y� � false�

y� �

	y� 
 x 	
	x � y� 	


	y� � x �
	x � � � �y� 	

	y� � 
 y� 	


	y� � ���

while z� ful�lls

�fxg� fy�� y�g�� � �true� y� �

	y� 
 x 	
	x � y� 	


	y� � false�

y� �

	y� 
 x 	
	x � y� 	


	y� � x �
	x � �y� 	

	y� � � � 
 y� 	


	y� � ���

It follows easily from these two speci�cations that the overall e�ect of fz� k z�g is characterised

by x �
	x � �	 if the overall environment is restricted from changing x �

��� Speci�ed Programs

A speci�ed program is now of the form ��� ��� � �P �R�W �G �E �� It is required that � � � � f g	
and that the unhooked version of any free hooked or unhooked variable occurring in the assertions
is an element of � � ��

To characterise what it means for a program to satisfy such a speci�cation	 it is necessary to

introduce a new relation z�
�����
�� z�	 called an augmentation	 which states that the program z� can

be obtained from the program z� by adding auxiliary structure constrained by the set of global
programming variables � and the set of auxiliary variables �� There are of course a number of
restrictions on the auxiliary structure� First of all	 to make sure that the auxiliary structure has
no in�uence on the algorithm	 auxiliary variables are constrained from occurring in the Boolean
tests of if�	 while� and await�statements� Furthermore	 they cannot appear on the right�hand side
of an assignment	 unless the corresponding variable on the left�hand side is auxiliary� Moreover	
since it must be possible to remove some auxiliary variables from a speci�ed program without
having to remove all the auxiliary variables	 it is important that they do not depend upon each
other� This means that if an auxiliary variable occurs on the left�hand side of an assignment�
statement	 then this is the only auxiliary variable that may occur in the corresponding expression
on the right�hand side� In other words	 to eliminate all occurrences of an auxiliary variable from a
program	 it is enough to remove all assignments with this variable on the left�hand side� However	
an assignment to an auxiliary variable may have any number of elements of � in its right�hand side
expression� Finally	 since auxiliary variables will only be employed to record information about
state changes and synchronisation	 auxiliary variables are only updated in connection with await�
and assignment�statements�

Given two lists a� u of respectively variables and expressions	 and two sets of variables �� �	
then a ������ u denotes that a and u are of the same length	 that any element of a is an element
of �	 and that any variable occurring in u�s j�th expression is either an element of � or equal to
a�s j�th variable� An augmentation can then be de�ned in a more formal way�

De�nition �� Given two programs z�	 z� and two sets of variables � and �	 then z�
�����
�� z�	 i� z�

can be obtained from z� by substituting

� a statement of the form

v  a� � r  u�

where a ������ u	 for each occurrence of an assignment�statement v � � r 	 which does not
occur in the body of an await�statement	

� a statement of the form

await b do z �� a� � u od�

��



where z
�����
�� z � and a ������ u	 for each occurrence of an await�statement await b do z od	

which does not occur in the body of another await�statement�

�v  a denotes a pre�xed by v � similarly for r  u�� It is now straightforward to extend
de�nition � to the general case�

De�nition �� A speci�ed program z� sat ��� ��� � �P �R�W �G �E � is valid i� there is a program

z� such that z�
�����
�� z� and ext �� � ��P �R� � cp�z��  int �� � ��W �G �E ��

��� Deduction Rules

With two exceptions	 the assignment� and the await�rules	 the deduction rules given above can be
updated in an obvious way� With respect to the assignment�rule


	
PR 
 v �
	r 
 I�nhvi 
 a �
	u 
 I�nhai � �G � I���� 
 E

v � � r sat ��� ��� � �P �R� false�G �R� j E j R��
where a ������ u

remember that the execution of an assignment�statement v � � r actually corresponds to the ex�
ecution of an assignment�statement of the form v  a� � r  u� Thus	 the only real di�erence
from the above is that the premise must guarantee that the assignment�statement can be extended
with auxiliary structure in such a way that the speci�ed changes to both the auxiliary variables
and the programming variables will indeed take place�

The await�rule

E� j �I� 
 a �
	u 
 I�nhai�� �G � I���� 
 E�

z sat ��� ��� � �PR 
 b� false� false� true�E��

await b do z od sat ��� ��� � �P �R�PR 
 �b�G �R� j E� j R��

where a ������ u

is closely related to the assignment�rule� there is only one state�changing internal transition	 and
auxiliary variables may be altered in the same atomic step� An extra premise is added to allow
the auxiliary variables to be updated�

The elimination�rule

z sat ��� ��� � �P �R�W �G �E �

z sat ��� � n fxg�� � ��x �P ��
	x � �x �R�W �G �E �
where x �� �

can be used to remove auxiliary structure from a speci�cation� Remember	 that due to the syntactic
constraints on speci�cations it follows �from the fact that the conclusion is a speci�ed program�
that W 	 G and E have no occurrences of x �

� Discussion

Some useful adaptation rules plus examples where LSP is used for the development of nontrivial
algorithms can be found in �St����

A soundness proof for LSP has been given in a rather informal way above� A more formal
proof is included in �St���� In �St��� it is also shown that LSP is relatively complete under the
assumptions that structures are admissible	 and that for any �rst order assertion A and structure
�	 it is always possible to express an assertion B in L	 which is valid in � i� A is well�founded on
the set of states in ��

Because the programming language is unfair	 the system presented in this paper cannot deal
with programs whose algorithms rely upon busy waiting� Thus LSP is incomplete with respect to
a weakly fair language and even more so for a strongly fair programming language� However	 this
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does not mean that fair languages cannot be dealt with in a similar style� In �St���� it is shown
how LSP can be modi�ed to handle both weakly fair and strongly fair programming languages�
Only the while� and await�rules have to be changed�

The program constructs discussed in this paper are deterministic �although they all have a
nondeterministic behaviour due to possible interference�	 and all functions have been required
to be total� These constraints are not necessary� It is shown in �St��� that LSP can easily be
extended to deal with both nondeterministic program constructs and partial functions�

This paper has only proposed a set of program�decomposition rules� How to formulate su��
ciently strong data�re�nement rules is still an open question� Jones �Jon��� proposed a re�nement�
rule for the rely�guarantee�method which can easily be extended to deal with LSP speci�cations�
Unfortunately	 as pointed out in �WD���	 this re�nement�rule is far from complete�

LSP can be thought of as a compositional reformulation of the Owicki�Gries method �OG����
The rely�	 guar� and wait�conditions have been introduced to avoid the �nal non�interference and
freedom�from�deadlock proofs �their additional interference�freedom requirement for total correct�
ness is not correct �AdBO���� However	 there are some additional di�erences� The programming
language di�ers from theirs in several respects� First of all	 variables occurring in the Boolean
test of an if� or a while�statement are restricted from being accessed by the environment� In the
Owicki�Gries language there is no such constraint� On the other hand	 in their language await�
and parallel�statements are constrained from occurring in the body of an await�statement� No such
requirement is stated in this paper� The handling of auxiliary variables has also been changed�
Auxiliary variables are only a part of the logic� Moreover	 they can be employed both as a veri��
cation tool and as a speci�cation tool	 while in the Owicki�Gries method they can only be used
as a veri�cation tool�

Jones� system �Jon��� can be seen as a restricted version of LSP� There are two main di�er�
ences� First of all	 LSP has a wait�condition which makes it possible to deal with synchronisation�
Secondly	 because auxiliary variables may be employed both as speci�cation and veri�cation tools	
LSP is more expressive�

Stirling�s method �Sti��� employs a proof tuple closely related to that of Jones� The main
di�erence is that the rely� and guar�conditions are represented as sets of invariants	 while the
post�condition is unary	 not binary as in Jones� method� Auxiliary variables are implemented
as if they were ordinary programming variables	 and they cannot be used as a speci�cation tool�
Although this method favours top�down development in the style of Jones	 it can only be employed
for the design of partially correct programs�

Soundararajan �Sou��� uses CSP inspired history variables to state assumptions about the
environment� Unfortunately	 on many occasions	 the use of history variables seems excessive� One
advantage with LSP is therefore that the user is free to choose the auxiliary structure he prefers�
Another di�erence is that LSP is not restricted to partial correctness�

Barringer	 Kuiper and Pnueli �BKP��� employ temporal logic for the design of parallel pro�
grams� Their method can be used to develop nonterminating programs with respect to both safety
and general liveness properties	 and this formalism is therefore much more general than the one
presented in this paper� However	 although it is quite possible to employ the same temporal logic
to develop totally correct sequential programs	 most users would prefer to apply ordinary Hoare�
logic in the style of for example VDM �Jon��� The reason is that Hoare�logic is designed to deal
with the sequential case only	 and it is therefore both simpler to use and easier to understand than
a formalism powerful enough to handle concurrency� A similar distinction can be made between
the development of terminating programs versus programs that are not supposed to terminate and
regarding di�erent fairness constraints� LSP should be understood as a method specially designed
for the development of totally correct shared�state parallel programs�

The Xu�He approach �XH��� is �as pointed out in their paper� inspired by LSP�s tuple of �ve
assertions� However	 instead of a wait�condition they use a run�condition � the negation of LSP�s
wait� Another di�erence is their speci�cation oriented semantics� Moreover	 auxiliary variables are
dealt with in the Owicki�Gries style� This means that auxiliary variables are implemented as if
they were ordinary programming variables and cannot be used as a speci�cation tool�
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